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Project Delight & Delish
Wong Fu Jie, Lim Chun Han, Hu Xinjie, Peihua Mai
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Motivation and Objective

Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads
Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m
features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]

Revenue Model

With travel restrictions likely to stay for a while 
more until the entire pandemic situation improves, 

Singaporeans are running out of places to 
explore during the weekends and holidays. As 

such, we want to develop an application that would 
help Singaporeans put together the perfect 

itinerary on the weekends that is tailored for them.

Our web app aims to provide the following unique 
features:

A one-stop itinerary planning service: Users of our 
app can identify locations to visit, travel directions for 
the next location and a recommended duration to 
stay at each location all in one app.

Personalized service powered by artificial 
intelligence: Make recommendations based on 
users’ preferences and current location.

Target Audience:

Anyone in Singapore 
looking for an amazing 
time without putting in 

effort

Role Allocation

Frontend: Fu Jie

Backend:
Xinjie, Peihua, 

Chun Han

Requirements Analysis
To implement our SaaS, there were a few 
components that we will need to design:

Frontend module: where users interact 
with our application and submit requests

Recommendation module: where we 
generate recommended POIs for a user 
based on their profile

Optimisation module: where we generate 
an itinerary for the user given a list of POIs

Development Process
We wanted the app to be develop using a 
microservices architecture. 

Each group member was in charge of one 
microservice.

Weekly meetings were convened to 
understand the development status of 
the other microservices and to foresee and 
rectify integration issues.

A final meeting was then used to integrate 
and operationalize the application.

Collaboration

We used a private GitHub 
repository for version control 
and development 
collaboration.

We also used Microsoft 
Teams to update documents 
and communicate ideas.

Front-end Back-end

ReactJS is the framework of choice 
for building User Interfaces

AWS Elastic Beanstalk is used to 
host our SaaS user interface and 

web server

Our users’ profiles, ratings and data on 
attractions scraped from Tourism Information Hub 

are stored in databases hosted on AWS RDS.

We used AWS EC2 instances to host 
our recommendation and optimisation 

modules

With Amazon MQ, we host our Rabbit MQ 
message broker that is the main communication 

channel between all microservices.

Income
Advertising fees for in-app 
advertisements and commissions for 
redirecting users to strategic partners 
(e.g. Grab, Gojek, Tripadvisor)

Costs
No fixed costs, mostly variable costs.

Costs will scale with income.

AWS RDS for PostgreSQL: $437.20/month
Elastic Load Balancing: $24.09/month
Amazon EC2: $4.80/month + upfront of $2070
Amazon MQ: $120.24/month
Expected costs for first 12 months: $758.83/month

All our backend apps are written 
using Python / Flask

POI Generation Algorithm

• Construct users’ feature matrix
• Identify similar users
• Obtain prediction of rating, 

formula:
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• Produce list of top 10 POIs

Note: Exact configurations to be found in the report.



DSB aims to build a SaaS cloud-based platform providing one-stop search for event information from multiple platforms, and to provide personalized event recommendation according to their individual user behaviours. The service will fill the market gap of EBSN platform integration and significantly improve the user

experience for both heavy EBSN users who use multiple platforms at the same time, and new users to EBSN who do not have specific target events in mind. Our target users include all those who are looking for events at their spare time and are looking forward to meeting people of the same interests.

Don’t Say Bojio – One-stop Event Recommendation System
Ken Su Yang Cheah, Kenneth Tay Hao Quan, 

Lin Lipeng, Xiao Yidi

CS5224 Cloud Computing

AY2020/21 Semester 2

Department of Computer Science

National University of Singapore

Motivation

Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads

Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m

features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]

Revenue Model
As a SaaS application, DSB derives its major revenue
from its traffic. Pay-per-click advertisements
including Search Ads and Banner Ads are the major
income at the beginning stage of the business.
Collaboration with interactive media advertisement
programs such as Google AdSense could help the
application monetize the traffic from the start.

After expanding the user base, DSB would be able to
setup collaborations with EBSN services platforms
and generate revenue from directing traffic to the
corresponding platforms. Taking share of ticket sales
from events with promotion needs could be one of
the ways to turn redirecting traffic into revenue.

Objective

In Singapore, participating in social events either offline or virtually is a benign way for people to spend their leisure time after the hard work during the working
days. However, because of the diversity and timeliness of social events, it is often difficult for people to accurately obtain relevant information about the social
events they want to participate in from numerous publicity and advertisements. Behind the phenomenon above, the real problem is that people lack an easy and
proper approach to get the event information at the right timing, in order to allow them to schedule their spare time for those events without wasting any. In
addition to obtaining event information, people also need certain recommendations to help them quickly find the events that greatly match their preferences, and
meanwhile help people expand their own interests and horizons.

Furthermore, Event-Based Social Network (EBSN) services have grown to a considerable scale locally and worldwide. Several EBSN service platforms, such as
Meetup, are currently popular in Singapore which enable online and face-to-face engagement among like-minded people. Due to the lack of a cross-platform
event searching tool that integrates mainstream EBSN media platforms at the moment, finding the best event to join can be very time consuming for the users by
browsing through different platforms to compare information of different structures and schedule the time. Meanwhile, there is no recommendation system
providing personalized event recommendations on cross platforms. Users are required to set event searching criteria on their own, and not knowing the correct
search keywords can easily make users miss the activities they would otherwise probably be interested in.

Don’t Say Bojio (DSB) aims to build a SaaS cloud-based platform
providing one-stop search for event information from multiple
platforms, and to provide personalized event recommendation
according to their individual user behaviours. The service will fill
the market gap of EBSN platform integration and significantly
improve the user experience for both heavy EBSN users who use
multiple platforms at the same time, and new users to EBSN who
do not have specific target events in mind. Our target users include
all those who are looking for events at their spare time and are
looking forward to meeting people of the same interests.

Recommendations:
In the Recommendations tab, 10 recommendations of upcoming events will be displayed as
shown in Figure 3 above. Five event recommendations will be based on the past events the
user has attended (Collaborative Filtering) and the other five will be events that match her
indicated interests (Content Filtering). While on the Recommendations tab, the user will also
be able to filter events based on the date, whether the event is an online or physical one,
and on the 8 different event preference categories.

Collaborative Filtering
At the backend, recommendations for each user are generated by running a Python script on
AWS Lambda and scheduled on a weekly basis . From her history of interested past events,
Isabel was most interested in attending MICE & Learning events. Using a Non-negative
Matrix Factorisation, a collaborative filtering system was then developed to determine a
prediction score for each future event. A table of these prediction scores are then stored
into a Recommendations table in AWS RDS. The SaaS frontend then just pulls the data of the
top 5 predictions and displays them like in Figure 3.

Content Filtering
Content filtering was simply done by sampling 5 events that fell under the categories of
Isabel’s indicated preferences.

Search Events:
When a user wants to search for specific events, she can do so under the Search tab as
shown in Figure 4 above. The search function was developed by first pre-processing the
relevant text such as the title and description of future events and subsequently vectorizing
the processed words by using TF-IDF. A search is then performed when a user enters a string
of words into the search bar. The string of words is then also similarly processed and
vectorized before calculating a similarity score against every other future event. Events with
a higher similarity score with the string of words are then displayed higher up on the page.

For any of these events, clicking on the “More info” button will open a pop-up with the full
details of the event as shown in Figure 5 below. Moreover, the pop up will also display a
button for the user to indicate her interest. When this button is clicked on, the user’s interest
in the event will be registered by DSB and she will be redirected to the event’s external
webpage for ticket purchase or registration if it is available. Otherwise, there is also a button
for Isabel to click to express her disinterest, which will take her back to the search page.

My Events:
The My Events page was not a primary focus of our initial SaaS
development, but as a proof of concept a mock-up was created
and is shown above. This page will provide a calendar view for the
user to view all past and future events that she has indicated her
interest for, allowing her to have a brief overview of her schedule
for better time management.

Cost Structure
Up-front costs
We estimate the scale of our service as a total
number of users of less than 3000 and total number
daily transactions at around 10,000. For cloud-based
services, the up-front cost for setting up servers is
negligible.

For comparison, we then estimated the up-front cost
for the on-premises service comparable performance
as the cloud service. The price is estimated according
to the purchase cost of a desktop serve with a 2-core
CPU, 4 GB memory and 1 TB SSD. The cost of the
desktop is USD967.28. From the perspective of a
start-up, we would prefer lower up-front cost given
limited funding support at our early stage.

Server Type
Pricing 
Option

Monthly Cost 

for Single 
Instance (USD)

One-year Fixed 

Cost for Single 
Instance (USD)

Total 

cost per 

year 
(USD)

Computing 

Instance 

(EC2 -
a1.medium)

On-
demand

21.46 + 9.59 (30 
GB EBS)

0 372.60

Reserved 9.59 187.00 302.08

Savings 
Plans

9.59 151.55 266.63

Database 

Instance 

(RDS-
db.m1.small)

On-
demand

51.10 + 4.14 (30 
GB gp2)

0 662.88

Storage (S3) 

(1 TB per 
month)

On-
demand

28.92 0 347.04

Data Transfer

0.01 USD 

per GB 

Outbound / 
Inbound

- -

Upon 

usage,

estimated 
300.00

Lowest possible annual cost from AWS (USD): 1576.55

On-going costs
The on-going cost of holding DSB on AWS cloud service is presented in the table on the right. AWS provided
several purchase options for users. In this analysis, we assume the service will run for a whole year with
unpredictable fluctuating traffic along the year. EC2 instance Savings Plans which provides an optimal pricing
model with discounts and offers better price comparing to traditional on-demand and Reserved pricing option.
We would adopt the Savings Plans as our purchase decision with a total annual cost of USD1576.55.

Estimated annual on-going cost for on-premise service：

The on-premises service’s on-going cost is approximately 15% greater than cloud service, and this excess is mainly
from the labor cost of server maintenance. AWS can help us save all the maintenance cost and deal with all the
server failures for us, which makes it a better choice for a small business with scarce human resources like us.

Front-End UI
While we have built the SaaS application in Python using the Flask and Plotly Dash framework, we
recognize that certain complexities such as setting up a production server Nginx + uWSGI on AWS
EC2, configuring security groups and provisioning resources, amongst others, could be easily set
up using AWS Elastic Beanstalk (EB). EB abstracts away these mundane tasks that the team would
otherwise have to spend time configuring. This allows us to shorten the time from code development
to rapid deployment and brings with it a suite of benefits such as version control, automated logging
and monitoring from a simple and intuitive GUI. Furthermore, we are only charged for the underlying
provision of resources such as EC2 and S3, making this design decision all the more reasonable

Deployment on AWS
We plan to fully leverage cloud services for our frontend and backend processes by basing our SaaS application in the Asia Pacific (Singapore) AWS region and across three different availability
zones. From a top-down view, the product deployment will be centred around the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) as our main resource for serving our SaaS to clients. Together with AWS’ Elastic Beanstalk,
Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) and Auto Scaling can be automatically handled. As a result, clients can access the SaaS through a single point of contact and the traffic can be load balanced across the EC2
instances that are placed behind a private subnet within the Virtual Private Cloud (VPC). The Auto Scaling functionality will also scale out and scale in EC2 instances as and when required according to our
predefined configurations. In the case that there is a surge in traffic for the SaaS, more instances can be launched without needing any manual action.

In the backend, AWS Lambda will be utilized to call several APIs from different platforms and acts as our data ingestion Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) tool. This will be done periodically at regular intervals
as scheduled in AWS CloudWatch. The retrieved data will then be transformed and piped to both AWS Relational Database Service (RDS) and AWS Simple Storage Service (S3) for storage. The SaaS sitting
in our EC2 instances will rely on these backend connections to serve its frontend web application.

Datasets
As a Minimum Viable Product,

our SaaS will preliminarily

involve event details pulled

from Meetup and Tourism

Information and Services Hub

(TISH). The events from these

resources are then categorized

and stored in AWS RDS.

Machine Learning Algorithms
A built-in recommendation system within the web application will suggest to users potential upcoming events that may interest them depending on their preferences. These served
recommendations can then help increase traffic to the various sites and help tie into our Business Model. The recommender system will be built using a collaborative filtering Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) model of both the users’ preferences and historical data. With reference to the left picture in Figure 1, how NMF works is that a matrix of users (n samples) and
their interests in certain events (p input features) is factorized into two matrices A and B with latent dimensions. By using a dot product of specific rows and columns, predictions for missing
values, which are future events in our context, in the original matrix can then be made, which allows us to come up with recommendations for the users.

The web application will also encompass a search engine where users can easily search for events based on keywords. This will be done through a Term Frequency-Inverse Document

Frequency (TF-IDF) that matches the search query with the descriptions of events in our database. The right picture in Figure 1 above, explains how TF-IDF is calculated given the frequency

a specific term appears within and across documents. A high value of TF-IDF then signifies that the word is important in the document. Thus, when the user enters a string of words to

search, the TF-IDF value of that string is calculated and used to calculate a cosine similarity score against each other event entry. Events with a higher similarity score are then displayed first.

New User:
When a new user creates an account on DSB they will routed to
indicate their interest in 8 different categories: Entertainment;
Food & Beverages; Arts, History & Culture; Sports, Nature &
Wildlife; Shopping & Attractions; MICE & Learning; Social; Hobbies
& Craft

Electricity：65w*24h*365day*$0.13/kWh = USD74.02 Network connection: $45.90(1Gbps, Singtel)*12 = USD550.8

Routine maintenance (4hrs every two weeks): USD1063.54 Emergency service (twice each year, 1 hour per time)): USD119.3

The on-going cost for on-premises service of the same scale would take USD1807.66 per year.

Figure 2. SaaS Architecture Design

Figure 3. Recommend Event Page

Figure 4. Event Search Page

Figure 5. Event Display from Event Search Page

Figure 6. My Events Page

Figure 7. New User Interest Indication Page



GoFitness: A Private Training Coach of Your Own
Yang Yuyun, Wang Siying, Wang Lei, Tan Sijie  

CS5224 Cloud Computing 
AY2020/21 Semester 2 

DSML & MSBA 
National University of Singapore

Motivation and Objective

Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads
Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0 

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m 
features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]

Revenue Model

Web Interface

User needs 
sign up/in

Switch to 
Homepage

Registration info 
sends to backend

Show 
registered 
username 
on page

Parse results , render 
Recommendation page  

Use algorithms to give 
recommendations, to be 
send to frontend

Based on 
recommendations, 
users can search for 
related gyms,  sports, 
and buy apparatus on 
other pages.

Dataset 
• Model build based on: https://www.kaggle.com/sulianova/cardiovascular-disease-dataset 
• Recommend resources: https://www.youtube.com 
• User info: collect when user do registration

For registered users -- the site's services(including recommendations) are completely free 
For course & equipment providers -- all our revenue sources 
Advertising Revenue  
• Recommendation & Shop page: advertising space; use our advertising recommendation   
    algorithm to prioritize those courses & equipment paying higher advertising fees  
• If courses contain ads in videos, providers split their revenues with GoFitness 
Platform Service Fee 
• Shop page: for each sale, the seller pays GoFitness 3% product price  

The potential market of online fitness courses is vast, and there are already some service providers 
providing fitness courses. However, it is difficult for users to select the courses that are truly suitable 
for their own situation from a large number of courses when they lack professional knowledge, 
which is a very similar problem with choosing a great personal trainer.  

So our objective is to use a machine learning model to recommend really suitable courses to users  
based on users' personal information and preferences. Hope this saves the user the trouble of 
choosing courses.

Suitable for HIIT

Suitable for Zumba

Suitable for Yoga

Suitable for Boxing

Website:  
gofitness-lb-1640888352.us-east-1.elb.amazonaws.com  

Processing Dataflow: 
Both the frontend and backend are deployed onto one set of two EC2s on 
AWS, for which we assigned auto-scaling groups on them in case there occur 
request bursts. All requests from users will first be directed to available EC2 
frontend by the load. The frontend server sends query to backend server, which 
interacts with an RDS instance and its internal ML deduction model. 
 
Innovation Points: 
1. Auto-Scaling is applied for request peaks 
2. Separation of Frontend and Backend 
3. Load Balancer for flow balancing 
4. RDS scalability 
5. Machine Learning Recommendation Model

Recommendation Algorithms & Models 
For each user, we will recommend 5 courses on the recommendation page: 4 from the course recommendation 
model considering user info and advertising bidding; the other 1 is randomly picked from all other courses as a 
"Discovery". We used 3/4 of the data to train a decision tree model, and the other data as testing data to predict 
which of the 6 groups each user belongs to. The prediction results achieved an accuracy of more than 98%. In 
addition, we can also get the user's favorite sports on the registration page. 
The following models was build based on user info get from registration: 
• Course Recommendation :  

• Advertising Recommendation :  

              

• Quantifying the quality:  
              

Grade = IF(Conform to user‘s preference) ✖ IF(Conform to user’s physical conditions: lose/keep/
gain weights & intensity: high/low) ✖ Advertising Fee

Grade = IF(Conform to user‘s preference) * 0.4 + IF(Conform to user’s physical conditions: lose/
keep/gain weights & intensity high/low) * 0.2 + Advertising Fee * 0.001

Course: VV(video view) / UV(unique visitor) ;  VV(video view) / PV(page view) 
Advertising: ROI (Return on Investment); COST

Database Schema Design

AWS Basic Service Cost 
• <=750h:   Free for all our services 
• >750h:  
 RDS $12.41/month  
      ELB  $16.43/month 
            EC2  $5.255/month per instance 
AWS Advanced Service Cost 
• Rent a catchy domain name: $12/year 
• Route 53: $0.50/month per hosted zone  &  $0.40/million queries 

https://github.com/wloup/GoFitness-frontend 
https://github.com/steveyang687/GoFitness-backend 

http://gofitness-lb-1640888352.us-east-1.elb.amazonaws.com
https://github.com/wloup/GoFitness-frontend
https://github.com/steveyang687/GoFitness-backend
https://github.com/steveyang687/GoFitness-backend
https://github.com/steveyang687/GoFitness-backend


Imagine the following scenarios:
I. Someone needs to go to multiple destinations in a day, but does not own a

car.
II. Someone needs to move to a new house, or deliver large packages, but

finds out that his car malfunctions at the last minute.
III. Someone is travelling in a country with under-developed transportation

system, without a car, he cannot go anywhere.
The proposed service, Taxi Availability as a Service (TAaaS) , solves the above
mentioned problems by providing convenience to users in both transportation
and delivery.

Taxi Availability as a Service (TAaaS) is established with the objective to
provide users with time-saving and flexible service that makes transportation
and delivery easier.

As for time-saving, the users are always provided with the nearest choice,
whether it be taxis, or carparks to return the taxi. Flexibility is the innovative
contribution of this service. If the user doesn’t like the taxi, or if the user
needs to rent a taxi in different time periods, he/she can choose a new taxi
during the journey.

Objective

Taxi Availability as a Service
Yang Minxing,Gu Huiyi,Di Yubo,Zhang Zhiru,Fu Weijia

CS5224 Cloud Computing
AY2020/21 Semester 2

Department of Computer Science
National University of Singapore

Motivation

Design

Web UI
• UI components are constructed by React.js

• Pigeon Maps provides essential map functions
• Web stylish using React-bootstrap framework

Web Views
Pick-up Point for selecting a taxi

Transfer for returning the previous taxi and changing to a new one:

Return for returning the taxi

Implementation

Revenue Model

taxi companies that may 
cooperate with us

Revenue
1. The revenue will be generated by taking a cut of

each rent received by the taxi driver. The
commission rate could vary between 10%-15%
depending on the market rate.

2. When the service becomes popular with a large
number of active users, it will be a good choice for
some brands to promote themselves. For example,
some used car retailers could choose to advertise
on TAaaS.

Backend Server

The TAaaS’s cloud architecture is a typical AWS cloud
service architecture. Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
provides scalable computing capacity to build and deploy
the software system. After an EC2 instance receives a
renting request, it will start to match the demand to
available taxi drivers that are connected to the service. By
taking the dynamic pricing model, geographical location
and time period into consideration, it will give a match of
this order containing the route, price, estimated time and
other details. The chosen database is MongoDB, which
is a NoSQL database that provides document-oriented
storage systems, in which data of any structure can be
stored. Replication in MongoDB provides fault tolerance
against the failure of a database. Because MongoDB
works better with higher memory, the EC2 instance type
chosen is r4.large, which balances between high memory
and good computing power.

Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) ensures fault tolerance, by
spreading traffic across multiple healthy EC2 instances.
Additionally, auto-scaling ensures that the desired service
level is achieved, by automatically increasing EC2
instances in peak hours, or decreasing them to reduce
costs when demand drops. It also helps to replace
unhealthy instances to achieve fault tolerance.
Elastic Block Storage (EBS) are block storage volumes
attached to EC2 instances, and are repl icated
automatically within its availability zone, to prevent data
loss in case of component failure.
Security groups act as firewalls for instances, whereas
Network Access Control List (NACL) (Subnet: ACL in
the diagram) act as firewalls for subnets. For both the
security group of EC2 instances and the one for the load
balancer, the inbound rule allows HTTP access only, and
the outbound rule allows all outbound IPv4 traffic.

Monthly Cost
EC2 instance

36.5USD/month * 2.2 = 80.3USD

EBS
4GB, Provisioned IOPS SSD (io1)
0.5USD/month * 2.2 = 1.10USD

NAT Gateway
around 0.045USD/hr * 730hrs/month * 3.2 
= around 105.12USD 

MongoDB for r4.large EC2 instances
0.133USD/hr * 730hrs/month * 2.2 = 

213.60USD

Classic Load Balancer
around 0.025USD/CLB * 730hrs/month 

= 18.25USD

TAaaS consists of two main components, the frontend UI and the
backend server. The backend server listens to the web through
TCP/IP, and RESTful communication is used to inter-communicate
between the frontend and the backend.

From data.gov.sg we found a real-time API on taxi availability and a
dataset containing the information of carparks. Taxi availability API
returns the geographical location coordinates of all available taxis
when the request is posted, and the refresh rate will be 30 seconds.
The car park information dataset contains car park location
coordinates, operating hours and the type of parking system, etc.

Based on the resources mentioned above, the following functions are
developed in the backend using Golang:

• Receiving user’s location from UI, making an API call to collect all
taxi’s coordinates, and shortlisting a few taxis nearby, responding
the coordinates to frontend (when the user is on Pick Up Point or
Transfer).

• Receiving the user location from UI, searching the 3 closest car
parks in the carpark dataset, and then posting the carpark location
and all related information to UI (when the user is on Transfer or
Return).



SUSU: 
Media Summarization and Subtitling Tool

Guai Zi Wei . Ng Jian Lai . Ren Ruiqiang . Teruyuki Julian Ando 
CS5224 Cloud Computing

AY2020/21 Semester 2
Department of Computer Science
National University of Singapore

Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads
Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m 
features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]

Revenue Model

Motivation Objective
While subscription-based video streaming services like Netflix and 
Disney+ are celebrating unbroken success, a competing media is 
gaining popularity in the background: 

Podcasts  
Over the last ten years Podcasts developed from a niche media to a 
hype amongst young adults. 
An important market of podcasts is its function as an educational 
tool where people listen to podcasts to learn something new. 
However, an increasing podcast offering can overwhelm consumers;  
a vexing experience to invest time in a podcast based on a tilte and 
discovering later that it does not match their interests.

A podcast summarization application that allows user to create short summaries of lengthy podcasts. 
With our application, consumers can focus on listening to  their favorite podcasts and explore potential 
materials to add to their listen list by reading the summaries of podcasts they deem interesting. 

Subtitling service that can turn podcasts into a reading and listening exercise for listeners picking up 
english,adding understandablility and learning value. Just as ebooks brings voices the to words in a book,
                               SUSU give you the words from the voices in your podcasts. 

Summarization
SUSU's summarization uses a purely extractive method. Compared to alternatives 
like automatic abstractive summaries which have to deal with problems such as semantic 
representation, inference and natural language generation, our approach produces 
more consistent performance, leading to better results.

SUSU uses the Natural Language Tool Kit corpus to filter the stop-words of each  
sentence. Next it utilizes an unsupervised learning approach that uses Cosine similarity to 
measure the differences amongst the sentences. Then with Textrank, a graphed-based 
ranking algorithm for Natural Language processing, produce a set of sentences within the 
document that most capture the essence of summarization.

Input article → split into sentences →                 remove stop words (NLTK)          

build a similarity matrix (Cosine Similarity)                                      

generate rank based on matrix                     (Textrank) → SUMMARY

Making use of these functionalities, users can find additional value in our services
- summarize lengthy conference speeches to keep up to date without “TLDR”
- subtitles for lecture videos to aid students who are visual learners 

Subtitling
SUSU's subtitling capitalizes on the text output from Amazon Transcribe and the start and 
end time statistics of each word transcribed from the media file uploaded by the user.

SUSU cuts each transcribed sentence into tokens that would appear on screen from the 
start time of the 1st word within the token to the end time of the last word. Following good 
subtitling guidelines that calls for each token to be on screen for at least 1.5 seconds, 
our algorithm does the following split and join mechanisms:

1. Splitting mechanism minimises the number of words within the last token at the end of
     each sentences by customizing the token-cut-size for each sentences.

2. Joining mechanism concatenates the last token of the previous sentence to the start of
     the 1st token of the next sentence if it occurs within the next 3 seconds.

Start and end time of the processed tokens are updated and formatted to be concatenated 
for output as a SubRip Subtitle (SRT) file, the most common subtitle file format.

User Journey

Registration Email Verification

Sign in

Welcome Page

New User

http://cs5224-welcomepage.s3-website-
us-east-1.amazonaws.com/

Users upload a media 
f i l e  a n d  s e l e c t  t h e 
service they desire. 
 
F o r  s u m m a r i z a t i o n 
service, the lengths are 
customizable at different 
levels.

Click sign up

Sign up

Cost Breakdown 
(Monthly)

Assumptions
Region: us-east-1a. No free tier cost savings. 

Users upload 1000 files per month. 
Users only upload media files with 10 minutes and 35MB limit.

                                            
Transcribe Lambda RDS MYSQL CloudFront

$240
for 1000 x 10min audio

$0.02
for 1000 x 10min audio

$12.24
for 720h with db.t3.micro

$4.90
for 35GB traffic

Cognito SNS S3 Total
Free 

for the first 50k users
$0.02

for 1000 runs

$0.11
for 1000/30 x 35MB audio 

with daily clearing
$257

Front End
Our frontend webpages 
are stored in an S3 bucket 
and is distributed by 
Cloudfront. 
Cognito helps us with user 
management as well as 
generating our register and 
login page. 

Revenue Model

Summary
$0.36 for 1000 words (6.67 min podcast)  of the audio file

Subtitles
$0.36 for 1000 words (8 min movie) of the video file

Premium rules in the future 
Free 7 Day Trial

We also don’t mind any donations!

Price Per Month

Monthly $29.9 $29.90
Semi-Annual $119.9 $19.98

Annual $159.9 $13.33

Pay-Per-Use

Service Page

Implementation

Set up phase
We used a combination of Github 
and Codebuild to package and 
deploy our Summarization and 
Subt i t l ing Lambda funct ions 
following the AWS SAM standard. 
The environment is stored in an 
S3 bucket.

Data Storage
Data Storage for 
this project mainly 
uses S3. 
S3 a l lows us  to 
securely store and 
manage our data. 

Backend         is mainly built in Lambda functions to run our codes in response to 
events, automatically managing the underlying compute resources.

Transcribe
Transcribe is built inside a Lambda function, which is triggered a user successfully 
uploads a media file. It will transcribe the media file and send the output text file in json 
format to another S3 bucket. This triggers our second Lambda function.

User and billing tracking
The first part of our second Lambda function is about user and billing tracking. When 
our second function triggered, it confirms the length of the text file and sends a usage 
entry to an RDS MySQL database. The entry consists of the date, user email, the text 
length and the price to be charged. 

Summarization and Subtitling
Summarization and Subtitling makes up the remaining part of the second Lambda 
function. Depending on the service request by the user, either the summarization or 
subtitling function is triggered. For summarization, it takes the summary range 
parameters and produces the summary json file as the output to an S3 bucket. For 
subtitling, it produces an srt file as the output to another S3 bucket. This will trigger the 
last two Lambda functions respectively.

Email to Customer
We deployed SES inside the last two Lambda functions to send the output and billing 
information via email to the customer’s registered email in Cognito. For summarization, 
the email delivers the output as sentences. For subtitles, the email delivers the srt file 
as an attachment together with instruction on how to merge it to the original video.

Email with Summaries /
SRT File as attachment
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Implementation

Revenue Model
The main revenue is from advertisement. When the website becomes 

more and more popular, we could attract advertisement from authors 

and publishing houses. New released books will be displayed on the 

website, attracting potential readers.

(3) Rank the similarity scores and recommend the top ten books

After calculating one book summary’s similarity scores with all the

rest book summaries in our dataset, we get a list of similarity

scores. Then we rank the score from the largest to the lowest and

top the corresponding ten books as our recommendation.

Apart from recommending books based on the similarity on the

summary, our application can also recommend books based on

the following properties, and all these functions are supported by

the PostgreSQL searching engine:

(i) Category: We provide a list of book’s categories for users to

select. Once a category being picked, the system will find the

same type of books and show them all to users.

(ii) Author’s name:After typing an author’s name, the

recommendation system will search for books written by the

author. Even the user did not input the full name or type the name

wrong, the search engine will still find the closest name.

(iii) Issued year: The recommendation system will search for 

books published in the same year.

Back End
Our back-end service mainly includes two functionalities: sentiment analysis of book reviews and

recommendation system of similar books. The sentiment analysis of book reviews can show the

comprehensive public evaluation of this book, and the recommendation system of similar books can

provide readers with more choices.

For implementation, we create three models: Comments_data, Books_data and Recommend_list in

PostgreSQL database, their structure are shown in database schema.

When the web application gets the search keywords from the front end, we will perform fuzzy

matching in all attributes of Books_data objects in database. The keywords could be the title, author

or other fields of the book. In order obtain all the books related to the searched text, we decided to

use the Full-Text Search engine in PostgreSQL. The trigram similarity and the PostgreSQL rank score

between the fields and the searched text are used to filter and sort the books. The related books will

be returned to the front end and displayed to users in order of relevancy.

Subsequently, when the user clicks on the hyperlink of one of the displayed books, the book id will be

posted to the back-end. With the input book id, a database query will be conducted to get the

corresponding

books_data object, together with the Comments_data objects and Recommend_list object related to

the book. They will be returned to the front-end and displayed on the book detail page. The page will

include basic introduction of the book, sentiment analysis result of all comments belonging to that

book, as well as the recommended books.

Front End
The front end is 

implemented 

by Bootstrap.

Motivation and Objective
Since books’ reviews are important for all parties and

widespread throughout the internet, it is important to collect

them together and show to all in just one singe web page. Also,

people sometimes find it hard to get both the good and bad

sides of one book at one time. In order to help bookworms to

save time and get more information, we develop a SaaS

service to provide the readers both positive and negative

comments of one book from various popular book’s community

websites and recommend them with similar books.

Target Users
The main purpose for Comments' Corpus is to provide a one-stop

platform to check details and comments of books. It helps users

save time and effort on looking up comments from others via

various search engines or social media.

Our target users are those who want to check whether a given book 

has a good reputation or not, or those who want to identify book of 

interest with a specific genre, author or issue year. Book trend 

followers may be benefit from browsing newly released books 

Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

The data is got from four famous book-comment website:

Amazon, GoodReads, NetGalley and LoveReading. We write a small

script to crawl information from these websites including name, author,

issue data, summary and comments. Usually, comments are sorted by

time and the first twenty comments are used. We also filter out

comments which are too short, contain other languages or contain

invalid symbols. For now, there are 5684 books from 32 genres with

94027 comments in total.

Recommendation System

We built a content-based recommendation system which recommends

items to a user by using the similarity of items. To be specific, our

recommendation system recommends books according to their

summaries, categories authors or issued years.

(1) Convert each book’s summary into vector using TF-IDF

Term Frequency (TF)

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)

Term Frequency — Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF)

(2) Calculate the cosine similarity based on the summaries’ vectors

Now for each summary we derive a vector. The set of summaries in a

collection then is viewed as a set of vectors in a vector space. Each term

will have its own axis. Using the formula given below we can find out the

similarity between any two summaries。

Thus, if two documents contain similar language (tokens) they will be

closer together in the visualized N-dimensional vector space.

Web Interface

Database Schema

Sentiment analysis

We use VADER model to determine positive or negative sentiment of each comment. As based on the rules which embody

grammatical and syntactical conventions, VADER provides a gold-standard list of lexical features along with their associated

sentiment intensity measures.

By using the Sentiment Intensity Analyzer tool in the Vader Sentiment library, we can get four scores of a comment which denote

the level of four sentiments, namely negative, neutral, positive, and compound. The larger the score is, the more intensive the

sentiment is. In our analysis, we will focus on the compound score from the result of the VADER as it is the compounded score

from the weightage of negative, neutral and positive elements in the text and is more representative.

Approach

Cost Analysis

AWS EC2 t2.micro

1 virtual CPU

$6.06 per month

Economic Benefits

It’s very cost-saving to run such an application on cloud. 

Compared to on-premise infrastructure we can save a lot of 

money in terms of start-up costs, maintenance costs, security 

costs, storage cost, scalability costs and legacy costs. 
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Background

Approach

Implementation

Revenue Model

Nowadays, with the wide requirement for

navigation and orientation, digital map

generally occupies a necessary status in

daily life, so that manifold apps spring up.

Specifically, feature-rich travel apps, such

as Baidu Maps and Google Maps, with

high maturity and popularity, has already

taken huge market share. Such kind of

application brings great convenience to

people’s travel.

However, the number of ‘otakus’ is still large, and

sometimes finding a fellow is difficult. In order to help

users to find fellows and to make better decision of

target place, these applications need to understand user

preferences enough well thus providing users with

satisfactory and attractive travel plans.

Motivation and objectives

Espeicially, Igo is a ‘Map + X’ travel application. In addition

to providing basic travel information, it also provides

‘roader’ recommendations based on user preferences

and travel history.
Fig 1. Introduction of Igo

Fig 2. System structure of Igo

Data Source

OnemapAPI, data.govAPI and tomorrow.io

API is used to obtain in-time data based on

location of destination, such as weather,

temperature, taxi and carpark.

GoogleMap API is user to show map,

navigate, and mark relative information on

the map, such as location of target place,

taxi, or carpark.

Deployment on AWS

Vue.js framework will be used to develop the

front-end UI and will be hosted on AWS

Amplify. As for back-end, we deploy it on

AWS Lambda. The interaction between the

front and back ends is through API Gateway.

Data involved in this application will be

stored on AWS DynamoDB. AWS S3 is used

to store picture, video, and large python

library. At last, We quickly built such a user

authentication system with the help of

Amazon Contigo service.

Workflow

Fig 3. Workflow of Igo

• Login/Register

• Search destination

• See destinations information:

1. Temperature

2. Weather

3. Available Taxi

4. Available Carpark

• Make decision for destination

• Navigate

• Find possible fellows.

Map service Recommendation system

Fig 4. Main interface of Igo

Fig 5. Search and Navigation of Igo

As first visit the website, user needs to

register and fill part of personal

information, including basic account and

individual preference. When logging into

the iGo platform, main interface shows

local environment and history information,

such as the most frequent visited place

with times. Advertisements also can be

seen on the main interface.

On the other hand, user can query the destination and request for navigation, just as

Google map does. More specifically, the information of destination, got from public api,

such as in-time weather, predicted weather, temperature, car park, accessible taxi,

expected taxi cost, etc., is shown to make comprehensive decision for travel planning.

Fig 6. Recommendation system of Igo

Fig 8. DynamoDB of Igo Fig 7.Recommendation result of Igo

Dynamo database

DynamoDB is a fully managed service, it is convenient to config it with backend. In our

case, two tables (tourinfo and userinfo) are created to save data from platform. Tourinfo

table contains user behavior information, including location and times of searched or

navigated places. Userinfo table contains basic and preference information of user.

Factor consideration: Principle of recommendation

is based on personal information and user behavior.

Simply, personal preference, filled when user

registers, can be a good feature to characterize user.

But most importantly, basic information may always

be not updated. User behavior, generated in time,

plays more significant in recommendation. It contains

number of destinations searched or navigated, and

location of destination.

Algorithm Design: KNN is used to classify users with high similarity. Each user is

characterized by a numeric vector of personal information and behaviors. Similar users will

be displayed based on their “distance”. We choose the top 5 places searched and navigated

respectively, each place with 4 dimensions (latitude, longitude, search times, navigation

times), as user behavior information, totally 40 dimensions. Personal preference data also

needs to be combined with behavior information to make recommendation, so that the

number of dimensions is huge. In order to avoid overfitting and improve efficiency, we do

PCA on the data to reduce dimension. Based on the contribution of each feature to first

component, the importance of features and popular trend can be seen. Finally, through

computing the Euclidean distance between the user and others, platform chooses the

closest 5 users to recommend. Additionally, Similarity is measured by:

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑢,𝑢𝑖 = 1 −
ሻ𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑢, 𝑢𝑖

σ𝑖=1
𝐾 ሻ𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑢, 𝑢𝑖

Fig 9. Revenue model of Igo

Advertising fee:

All companies who engages in

advertising their service.

Priority recommendation fee:

When users search similar

locations, system will list the

results according to priority

recommendation fee.

Cost Model

Cognito

First 50k: free 

Next 50k: $0.00550 

Next 900k: $0.00460

S3

20,000 GET Requests

15GB transfer/month

API Gateway

1 million API REST calls 

750k connections minutes

1M free requests per month

400,000 GB-seconds of

compute time per month.

Lambda

First 25 GB stored per month

is free

$0.25 per GB-month there

after
DynamoDB

per build minute is $0.01.

per GB served is $0.15

per GB stored is $0.023.

Amplify

The cost of Igo is estimated about $65.81 per month!!

Website: https://igoenv.d2w03p7f8ytzhh.amplifyapp.com
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               Motivation

On the Internet, many movie related 
websites focus mostly on tickets booking, 
movie recommendation and movie 
review,but there are few movie-based 
social networking service websites. 

Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads
Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m 
features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]

Revenue Model

Objective

MoviePal aims to be a cloud-based 
recommendation and social website for 
movie fans.People who use MoviePal 
not just getting information and 
knowledge but also able to interact and 
make friends with like-minded people.  

                Our target user-group are people of all ages and like 
watching movies and fans of celebritie. MoviePal is meant to be an 
integrated platform to gather the people with same interest, they 
can arrange to chat, discuss and even meet-up in real person (if 
they are in same location and assuming all safety checks have 
been observed) and watch movies together.  

Target Audiences

 Role Allocation

Front End

Guan Wenshi
Wei Haonan

Back End

Cao Pengcheng
Danny Teo

Our code interfaces with the IMDB API to obtain movie information like Name, Duration, level, Storyline, Score,and reviews.
With  that information, our moviepal app will recommend other users that has similar movie preferences.  
As a user’s rating score on a movie is insufficient to classify him/her as a ‘like-minded’ fan, we need to ascertain the sentiment of the 
users’ review using Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM).  
LSTM network is a special kind of relational neural network capable of learning long-term dependencies, we use 25,000 movie reviews 
from IMDB to train the network to get preference score. Then we combine both preference score and rating score given by the user to 
sort recommend users. 

The front end was implemented using Django and VueJS. 
There are 4 main functionalities that our website has:
1. Login and register
2. Movie information and review  
3. Movie pals’ recommendation  
4. Chat box 

Figure 1.User request flow

Front end functionalities

Backend-Technology 

Web interface 

Application development architecture Our web application is hosted on AWS EC2. The web 
development architecture we use is Django’s MTV (Model, View, and Template), which is a variation 
of the Model-view-controller (MVC) pattern. For web-design, we use selected css, html, bootstrap for 
presentation. For data storage, a MySql database is used as our data source. Both front-end and 
back-end are based on Django. Vue JS is used to realize the chat box functionality. 
Amazon EC2 We are currently using T2.small (not T2.micro) Ubuntu server, in Asia Pacific 
(Singapore) Availability Zone, before we installed python 3.8.5 as the runtime environment and the 
relevant libraries (and Vue for the chat functionality). T2.micro is insufficient because we need to 
install TensorFlow library (cpu version), required for our code. User accounts (with the corresponding 
keys) are created for the other 3 members of our team, so that they can also SSH into the instance if 
they want to make any changes. Only 1 person of the team has the ‘original’ private pem key file.  
Auto-Scaling Auto-Scaling was set to a max of 4 instances for the purpose of this exercise. In a 
production setting, this will be adjusted to reflect our user base. Load Balancer is used to manage 
and distribute the number of users that log into our app among the various instances.  
AWS Cloudwatch AWS Cloudwatch basic monitoring (free-tier) was added to manage the health of 
our EC2 instances, troubleshoot issues and notify us if there’s down time. The metrics will also allow 
us to review the utilization of our application. (useful for new app in the market). 
Amazon S3 We store our static assets in S3 (Css, images for webpage, media files, etc), so they 
don’t take up unnecessary space on production server, and serve our files with AWS CloudFront. 
Django storages and boto3 libraries will help us to manage storage backends and interactions with 
AWS API. For access, we’ll set up an IAM group and add IAM users, so that only members of our 
team can access the relevant S3 bucket. 
Amazon RDS We create a MySQL database using dbt2.micro. This helps to ensure the data source 
is the same, when we scale up our EC2 instances. The database is used to store user login 
information (username, password, phone or email) and also the user’s movie search results (movie 
name, description, reviews).  
Security Groups We have a security group for EC2, so that users can only access the front end of 
our application. Only our own project group can access the instance to make any necessary changes.  
Then we have another security group for our RDS so that only our code on EC2 can make get or put 
requests into the database. This way, all info on our database, including user login information is 
secure.  

Economic benefits  
It’s very economical to setup SaaS on AWS cloud. Not only 
can cloudify save money related to infrastructure ownership 
cost and utility bills, but also it’s agility to the fluctuations 
among demand which avoid potential loss of users.  

Revenue Model 
MoviePal can give some targeted advertising such as latest released movie from 
online booking websites of cinema, film-related items and merchandise from online 
shopping websites. 
Refer to some API and Forum service which charge per request. We can give 
users amount of free request to search movie and find movie pals (e.g. 100 
request per mouth), beyond the limit may require charge. 

Figure 2. Architecture
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Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads

Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m
features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]

Revenue Model

Motivation and Objective
Motivation
The capital market is constantly changing. Facing the intricate relationship between

companies and people as well as increasing industrial data, how to use computer technology

to accurately and efficiently integrate and organize information has become the focus of

regulators. In order to better organize and make use of various corporate information,

knowledge graph has become the focus of attention in industry and academia. Therefore, a

web service that aims at organizing and displaying enterprise-related information to provide

query and search services based on knowledge graph comes into being.

Objective and Target Users
The main objective of this Search for Enterprise (SFE) SaaS service is to provide the individuals and

organizations with a convenient way to query relevant corporate information. The results will be

presented in the form of a knowledge graph centered in the searched content.

The target users are relatively wide. Anyone who wants to get a scratch of some information about

specified enterprises can use this search engine. The related companies and managers will also be

provided. They can also search the information by managers or categories. For business who want to

do the investment with related to some fields, they need to investigate the related enterprises. Thus,

this search service is quite simple and straightforward for them to obtain the basic information.

Profit Model
Because of the nature of these kind of applications, our basic business model is pay-per-

search. Users are free to query 3 times per day. For remove the restrictions, we propose a

VIP system for the service. The table below shows the charging rules.

Service Price for month Price for year

Basic Plan free free

VIP for individual $5/mouth $50/year

VIP for organization (n)* $5 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛/mouth $50 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛/year

* Noted that n is the number of service that the organization purchase.

AWS EC2
Instance

AWS RDS & 
DB Instance

Update of 
Information

$274/year $326.28/year $1200/year

Cost Model
The cost model includes two parts, one is the AWS service, the other is the maintain and update of

information. The table shows the main parts of the cost model.

Overall, this SFE SaaS service is profitable if it can earn more than $150 per month. Moreover, we

can also earn profit by advertising and co-operate with related enterprises.

SFE： Search for Enterprise
Lyu Wenjie, Zhao Guangye, Liao Xiaoxiao, Fang Yao

CS5224 Cloud Computing
AY2020/21 Semester 2

Department of Computer Science
National University of Singapore

Dataset: Data Collection and Pre-processing
For data crawling, Python and the beautifulsoup4 library is used to collect

data from several websites. The uniform resource locator is listed below:

1. https://www.yelu.sg

2. https://www.timesbusinessdirectory.com

After collecting large set of raw data such as company name, contact

information and description, some data cleaning and transformation

methods are applied to the structured data. Then the cleaned structured

data can be load into the database, while the as the non-structured

data(description) would be sent to the machine learning pipeline.

Algorithms：Name Entity recognition and relationship extraction
To process the non-structured data (description) into structured data, neural

networks processing structure is realized with Pytorch and the Stanza(A an

open-source Python NLP library for human languages). Compared to existing

widely used toolkits, Stanza features a language-agnostic fully neural

pipeline for named entity recognition(NER) and relationship extraction(RE).

The paper (arXiv:2003.07082 [cs.CL]) shows that Stanza neural architecture

generalizes well and achieves competitive performance on all languages

tested. To be specific, the bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) model is applied

as the base model to realize the recognition and further predictions.

Web Interface and Deployment
Django framework is used to develop and

finish the web interfaces. Then, the

configuration of documents is modified with

NEO4j, so that users can access the database

via the web interfaces. After combining the

Python language and the NEO4j query

language, a EC2 Linux system and configure

python3，Django, ngix and uwsgi are used

to finish the web page .

Web Interface

Three main steps:
There are three main steps to implement this:

1. Data crawling and processing. At first, we use Beautifulsoup4 to crawl the

data from website which is legal and we will get structure data and non-

structure data. For the processing, we use deep learning method to get

structure data from non-structure data.

2. Data storing. Before we store the data, we have to build database, to use

AWS services, we use EC2(IAAS), build a Linux system. For the speciality

of Neo4j(every system will combine with only one Neo4j database), we

build database in that system. Also, for we can use it remotely(not by

localhost), we configure it and let everyone with knowing the username and

password can visit it(actually, users will not know these information, but for

every user can get information from the database, we have to configure it

like this). After this, we will combine Python with Cypher to store data.

3. UI design. To use the AWS, we choose RDS for user login, and we

implement UI by Django. For the search webpage, we implement it with

JavaScript to realize the same showing way as Neo4j.

Data flow process:

At first, users login to the system. Users enter the username

and password to the text boxes in the interfaces. After that,

HTML files take the key pairs to relationship database to

check whether users have entered the correct username and

password or not. If so, the page will jump to the search page.

In search page, users can enter the enterprise name or the

people name who is related to the enterprise into the text box.

In this case, the HTML files login to graph data base and use

Cypher to select the target text/data and then return the

results to the search page. The results mainly contain the

relations and node which is related to the text users have

typed. After the search pages have fetched the results. Users

can also interact with the relationship graph. Users can

double click the nodes in the graph to get more

information(nodes and relations between nodes). Every time

users double click the node, the page will take the nodes’

name to graph database and fetch the information related to

it and then show it on the basis of original nodes.

Webpage uploading:

An Amazon Web Service EC2 is used as an infrastructure,

where all the source files are uploaded to and saved in. After

successfully configuring the Python environment in the

service, the Django and the Uwsgi, some Uwsgi files are

added to the source files folders. Thus, Nginx is the last

thing that need to be also deployed. Finally, the Nginx files

are configured to enable the webpage to be accessible.

http://3.85.196.62/login
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Motivation and Objective

Approach via PaaS

Implementation via Django

Revenue Model

DiscoverSG aims to be a leading reviewing and rating forum in Singapore where people exchange ideas and 
insights, enabling more to discover the best of living in Singapore. This all-in-one web application platform not         
only ensembles those daily hot topics in Singapore such as food, shopping, travel and etc, but also provides 
ideas for your outing day on attractions, events, and outdoor activities.
DiscoverSG is motivated by the lifestyle-changing year of Covid-19 pandemic that has kept us physically apart, 
where the need for people to connect virtually is stronger than ever.
DiscoverSG, as a single point online service to provide the community unified platform to connect with each 
other over all different topics.

DiscoverSG implementation in AWS is through the PaaS Elastic Beanstalk, which can easily deploy the 
configurations required by the AWS backend. Elastic Beanstalk grants administrators 
of DiscoverSG app easy access to the running information about the application from its console. Meanwhile, both 
CloudWatch and Elastic Beanstalk enable administrators to closely monitor environment and application health.

Auto Scaling: DiscoverSG leverages on Auto Scaling in three different availability zones 
to prevent single availability zone failure, and auto-adjust instance requirement according to 
current traffic demands with a maximum capacity up to 4.
Elastic Load Balancing: DiscoverSG selects Classic Load Balancing to achieve high availability, 
automatic expansion, and reliable security. Load Balancer distributes coming traffic across multiple 
Amazon EC2 instances. It enables DiscoverSG to achieve fault tolerance in Django application, 
seamlessly provides the required resources.
RDS: RDS is used for storing character and numeric data. Not only comments by users but also 
comprehensive information such as scores, descriptions, listings can be presented for users to 
read and select the favourite one, thus enabling lots of info to be included.
Cloud Watch: CloudWatch supervisor monitors abnormal indicators and report the environment 
and application health. 
S3: DiscoverSG leverages on S3 to store resources uploaded by users. We mainly resort to S3 for 
the image storage. 
EC2: DiscoverSG is deployed and launched on EC2 via Elastic Beanstalk.

Advertising Model
We allow advertisers and 

merchant brands to advertise on 
our website. 

Non-clickable Ads: S$1-3 per 
thousand impressions (CPM)

Click-through Ads: S$0.1-0.3 
per clicks (CPC) 

Commission Model 
We can potentially provide 

embedded links that re-direct 
users to external booking 

websites and earn revenue for 
each successful transaction.

Every time, we charge 0.5-1% 
commission fee.

Cost

S3
1TB

20,000 Put 
Request

RDS
30GB

30GB Back-ups
$109.8/m 

EC2
1-year all 

upfront reserved
c5.2xlarge

Linux

Load Balancing
100GB/m

Total Data Processed

Cloud Watch
High Resolution

Alarms

Main Page Functionalities
Hotel
Food

Attractions
Shopping
Voucher
Sign in

Detail Page Functionalities
Detail Description

Booking Link
Item Images

Comment Post
Comment Deletion

Comment View
Rating Star

http://singapore-discovery-env3.eba-d3nd9khk.us-west-
2.elasticbeanstalk.com/about/
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Objective

Approach

Many places are in the face of a 
shortage of medical resources, 
especially when COVID-19 
(CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019) 
spreads around the world. People 
suffers a lot that it is difficult to make 
an appointment with an experienced 
doctor.  In view of the severe global 
shortage of medical resources, people 
may not get timely medical support. 

“Health Advisor – Personalized 
Healthcare” is a consultation platform 
based on SaaS service aiming to help 
people with their health. We hope to 
make users access the advisor service 
easily from a web browser without 
installing any software or tools. 

For users who feel painful, all they need to do is to tell us 
their symptoms, then we will introduce an experienced 
doctor to hold an online-consultation. It is worth mentioning 
that we have contracted with licensed doctors globally, 
which guarantees people a satisfying advisory. Clients 
should pay for the consultation after their discussion with 
doctors.

Motivation

Objective

Users are able to Video-consult a licensed doctor on 
demand anytime, anywhere. Delivery of medication is free if 
our branch locates in your country. 

What the algorithm does is to calculate the similarity between detailed descriptions of all symptoms and 
introductions of doctors to determine which medical area can a doctor handle 

Work Pattern

For the patient module, patients need first to login(which will automatically create a new account if there is 
no record in database before). Next they will describe their symptoms by choosing buttons with some 
symptoms. Our web application will output a list of matching doctors generated by the matching algorithms. 
In chat room page they can chat with the doctor selected 

Front-end
the front end 
framework was 
implemented by 
VUE+socket.js. 

W
e
b
 
v
i
e
w

Home page Patient Page Chat RoomDoctor Page

SaaS Architecture & Back-end Load Balancer Load balancer is set to distribute incoming traffic across targets in different Availability 
Zones. It prevents the risk of overloading one server with a lot of requests and also ensures that only 
healthy targets can receive traffic. 

If login as a doctor, we will be directed to a work space with the messages sent by patients.

User choose his/her character in the home page. 

Auto Scaling The subnet of auto scaling is set to the ones which contains us-east-1a and us-east-1b. 
For more details, it only receives traffic from load balancer. Hence, auto scaling and load balancer can 
work together to fit different volume of traffic. Health check grace period is set 100 seconds. Scaling 
policy is set to 2 to 4 servers. 
Security Group only allow HTTP access to load balancer. Security group for auto scaling is set to 
allow only inbound IP requests from load balancers. The configuration avoid unsecured access from 
service users. On the other hand, HTTP and SSH port is set for web server. We can access back-end 
and database by SSH connection. 
Data Storage We store image data in one S3 bucket, while some other data like user information and 
doctor information are stored in MySQL database. Chat data and order information are also stored in 
MySQL database. 

Database Schema

Back-end we use koa as the main framework and mysql plugin as database. The two main sections of 
back end are doctor matching and online chat room. In doctor matching section, patients describe their 
symptoms. Their information will be stored into database and matching algorithm. Our web application will 
return the matching list of doctors then patients can click ’chat’ to select their doctors.
In the chat room section, we use socket plugin in koa framework. The socket chat room maintains three 
components: login, chat and disconnect. The login file opens up a socket event listener continuously listen 
to the users event. 

Revenue Model
There is no charge for user registration. Doctors contracted with the 
platform will be divided into different levels after a detailed evaluation 
about their working experience and technical skills. The consultation 
fees vary according to the level of the doctor. Clients should pay for 
each consultation.
Our platform charges 5% of the consultation fee.
Total fee = consultation fee + platform fee

Service Comparison
By compare our 
application with other 
existing health advisor 
services, we can see 
our app performs well 
in certain area.
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We adopt Django as our web development framework, which is a high-level Python web framework that enables rapid

development of secure and maintainable websites. Python is used as the backend tools, with sqlite3 as the database. The

front end is developed mainly using Bootstrap, along with front end tools like html, css and js. It is the world’s most popular

front-end open-source toolkit, allowing us to quickly design and customize responsive mobile-first sites.

Elastic Beanstalk: AWS Elastic Beanstalk is an easy-to-use service for deploying and scaling web applications and services.

We uploaded our project code and Elastic Beanstalk automatically handles the deployment. Elastic Beanstalk allows us to use

core AWS services, such as Amazon EC2, Auto Scaling, and ELB, to easily support our application that need to scale to serve

millions of users. Meanwhile, we could retain full control over the AWS resources powering our application and can access the

underlying resources at any time.

Elastic Load Balancing: It can help us automatically distribute incoming traffic across targets, minimizing the probability of

overloading one single server and increasing fault-tolerance of our application. Load balancer is configured to have 2

availability zones namely us-east-2a and us-east-2b, matching the web server’s availability zones.

EC2 (Auto scaling): Our application/web servers are built on the EC2 instances. More specifically, Django will be installed in

server for running web application. Auto scaling configuration will also be adopted, which can automatically scale EC2 capacity

and increase availability. The application server requires large memory and a better CPU to run the recommendation system,

we select t2.xlarge instances with Ubuntu in the auto scaling group to handle the requests from users. Accesses to database

are enabled in the application for data accessing.

Security group: We make sure to allow safe connections only from users to access essential components of the cloud by

setting security group configuration for load balancer as HTTP only. We secured the auto scaling by setting the security group

to allow inbound IP requests from load balancers.

S3: Since our application will collect huge amount of data from both users and online courses, it is essential to choose a

secure and efficient storage with low cost. We can take advantage of S3 in AWS and connect them to EC2 instances for

further use. Specifically, all .css and .js file are uploaded in S3.

CloudWatch: CloudWatch provides us with data and actionable insights to monitor our application. It can help us to detect

anomalous behaviour once it happens .

Implementation Database Overview

Webpage Display

Course Homepage Recommendation page Course Detail Page

Our service contains four core features

embedded in our application, course

browsing, course searching, giving

course feedbacks and personalized

recommendation.

Users should provide their personal

information when registering on this

application. The information would be

used when logging in later. And the

application takes care of user data

privacy and security with setting out

his/her journey with a register/login

interface.

After logging in, user could give ratings

and review to online courses in the

detail page. The rating mechanism will

write users' valid ratings into the rating

database, which will not only help other

users to choose courses by giving a

reference, but also help the

recommendation system to better learn

user’s preference.

Users could search the courses with

three different ways: accurate

searching, label searching and getting

recommendation. Accurate searching is

designed for the users who know the

exact course name. Label searching is

more suitable for those who know the

category they are interested in but do

not know the specific course name.

Lastly, Users who have no clear

learning purpose can try to use the “get

recommendation” service after log-in.

The recommender system

recommends 10 courses by

collaborative filtering based on user’s

rating history, whereas for new users

who has not rated any courses, our

system would recommend the 10

highest-rated courses.

Motivation
With the rapid development of technology, the public has various options on course learning, not limited on offline courses. While consumers are likely to get confused with so many options and stuck by low-quality courses. Some consumers do not understand the

real learning value of the courses, just blindly follow the trend, or just attracted by the beautiful and lofty copywriting, then rush to pay. In this case, consumers need to be saved from the so-called knowledge consumption trap. Meanwhile, the courses of high quality

should have more opportunities to be exposed to the public.

Objective
Our objective is to help consumers save time and money, and find suitable, high-quality online courses quickly and accurately by setting up a course information platform. We aim to free users from exhausting search among massive irrelevant online courses and

instead provide them with tailored recommendations based on their personal feedback yet with space for them to explore on their free will. So we would gather the information of courses in a great variety of fields, and provide learners with a platform to

communicate and share. And users should get personalized services here, so those who have no idea of what to learn or those who have the exact preference would all find something suit for them.

We use matrix factorization in model-based collaborative filtering algorithm for our recommendation system. Collaborative

filtering is to discover the similarities on user’s past behavior and make predictions based on a similar preference with other

users. This model is then used to predict items (or ratings for items) that the user may have an interest in.

The idea behind such models is that attitudes or preferences of a user can be determined by a small number of hidden factors,

which is called embeddings.

Matrix factorization can be reformulated as an optimization problem with loss functions and constraints. The constraints are

chosen based on property of our model.

We then apply SVD (singular value decomposition) algorithm to factorize matrix. It is usually used to reduce the number of

features of a data set by reducing space dimensions from N to K where K < N. For the purpose of the recommendation

systems, however, we only interest in the matrix factorization part keeping same dimensionality. The matrix factorization is

done on the user-item ratings matrix, with a matrix structure where each row represents a user, and each column represents an

item. The elements of this matrix are the ratings that are given to items by users. From a high level, matrix factorization can be

thought of as finding 2 matrices whose product is the original matrix.

Each item can be represented by a vector qi. Similarly, each user can be represented by a vector pu such that the dot product

of those 2 vectors is the expected rating:：

The qi and pu can be obtained in a manner that the square error difference between their dot product and the expected rating

in the user-item matrix is minimum. In order to let the model generalize well and not overfit the training data, a regularization

term is added as a penalty to the above formula.

A nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm would then be applied to find the minimum of the function.

Recommendation Algorithm

Revenue Model
Benefits for user and provider:

For user: Convenience when search for online courses provided by different flatforms, can save time and cost to learn

For NETL: Web traffic from consumers, revenue from enterprises

For Cooperative Enterprises: Attract consumers from NETL to pay for courses and their products

Revenue: 

• Advertisement positions for learning tools enterprises such as XMind, Evernote and Notability

• Deduction a percent from course institutions revenue when consumers pay for courses from our web

Cost：
• AWS platform charges， labor to set up environment, low cost and less time to market compared with on-premise 

service

Economic Benefits:

• Increase competitive of job seekers and enterprise output to the society

• Increase the domestic consumption to accelerate economy

Price Models:

Integrated price model with consumers and AWS, invoice is sent monthly to monitor the usage and financial trend

Registration page

Approach
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Introduction

Approach

Implementation

Revenue and Cost

Target UsersObjectivesMotivation

Beauy++ aims to recommend customers with more 
suitable products and teach them how to do better in 

skin care. It provides two key functions: (1) Recommend 
personalized products based on customers' skin type (2) 
Recommend products with similar chemical ingredients.

For our target cusomets, they contains four 
characterisitcs: (1) want to get their skin type in a 

convenient and professional way. (2) hope to choose 
products that suit their skin type. (3) want to try new 

products that do not cause skin discomfort. (4) want to 
get some skin care advice.

The global cosmetics market size was valued at $380.2 
billion in 2019, and it increases to reach $463.5 billion 

by 2021. Currently, cosmeticshave become an 
indispendable feature of individual modern lifestyle. For 

individuals, they want to have efficient way to get the 
right products. Therefore, “Beauty++” is promising and 

valuable.

Development Process
We divide the development into 4 

sprints, and we meet every week to 
discuss this process of this week and 

the arrangements in the future. 

We create a private Github repository 
to use for joint development. Google 
Docs is used to record the important 

content of the meeting and the 
arrangement of the development plan.

Requirement Analysis

After the analysis of the requirement for this project, 
we plan to develop 2 main features for “Beauty++”.

1. Test the skin type: users can so a skin test 
based on a questionnaire and then we will provide 
the result. After users know their skin type, we will 

provide skin care tips and recommend some 
products based on their skin type.

2. Find Products with similar ingredients:When 
users want to try a new product but worry about 
skin discomfort, they can enter products they are 
familiar with and then we will recommend them 

some new products with similar chemical 
ingredients as the entered one.

Recommendation Algorithm

We implemented our recommendation algorithm mainly based on the 
similarity between the ingredients of the cosmetics. We used a pre-
trained word embedding model ‘glove.6B’ by Stanford and 
mapingredients to word embedding.

In order to reduce computation load, we applied PCA to reduce the 
dimension of the word embedding to 32. And finally we calculated 
the  Cosine Similarity between the products. 

Based on the two methods, we select out the top-6 most similar 
prodcuts respectively to the searched one and give the results back 
to the user.

Front-end Back-end

The front end was implemented using 
jQuery and Boostrap framework through 

html,css and Javascript. 

Key Interfaces
The back end was firstly implemented 

through django framework based on python 
and My SQL as the database

After completing the development of the 
project locally, we deployed the project to 

AWS.

Load Balancer

A load balancer supports clients to contact 
through the single point. The incoming traffic is 
distributed by the load balancer across multiple 
targets in different Availability Zones. 

There are two availability zones configured in 
the load balancer. So it is used to match the 
availability zone when the user accessed our 
web in our project.

AWS EC2

 EC2 mainly provides scalar 
computing capacity in the AWS Cloud.  

In this project, we used Amazon EC2 
to launch two virtual servers, 

configure security and networking, 
and manage storage.

AWS S3

 S3 is applied to store and retrieve 
data at any time from anywhere 
through its simple web services 

interface.

We used S3 to store the code and 
various information about 

cosmetics.

AWS RDS

RDS is a web service that supports 
some functions of a relational database 

including setting up, operating and 
scaling in the AWS Cloud.

RDS is used to store some users’ 
information including skin type, search 

results, etc.

Revenue
(1) Advertising: publish some product 
recommendation articles or place some 
advertisements on the website to charge 

corresponding advertising fees.  

(2) Cooperation:  we can help cosmetics 
merchants recommend products to collect a 

percentage of commission.

Pricing model

For the pricing model, we plan to use the tiered pricing 
model. 
(1) the 1st tier: provide the free plan includes 
unlimited seats but restricted the number of skin type 
testing and the number of searching products with 
similar chemical ingredients.
(2) the 2rd tier: unlimited of skin type testings and 
seraching similar chemical ingredients products.

Cost Breakdown
AWS S3

AWS EC2 T2-micro

Load Balancer AWS RDS

1M free requests/month
400,000GB-seconds of computing 

time/month
First 50 TB/Month: $0.023 / GB
Next 450 TB/Month: $0.022 / GB
Over 500 TB/Month: $0.021 / GB

$0.0225 per Application Load 
Balancer-hour (or partial hour)
$0.008 per LCU-hour (or partial hour)

750 hours free of RDS db.t2.micro 
Instance running MySQL.

Homepage

skin type testing

Recommend products with similar ingredients
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Motivation

Approach

Implementation

Our music library is downloaded from free music archive (FMA). For

simplicity, we have stipulated that all music files are in the form of MP3.

MP3 uses lossy data-compression to encode data using inexact

approximations and the partial discarding of data. However, most MP3

files have high sample rates or bit rates, which make the size of MP3

file large. In this case, it is impossible to use original information of files

directly for further analysis because it results in lengthy vectors that a

model cannot accommodate. Therefore, we require methods to

compress the data.

MP3 files contain time domain information by default. To obtain

frequency information about the music signal, we firstly convert MP3

files into WAV files by ffmpeg and implement Fast Fourier

Transformation (FFT) by SciPy. This is because frequency information

has more effective and representative characters than time domain

information. Consecutive MaxPooling and AvgPooling are to trim the

vectors but retain relatively much valuable information.

Objective
The novelty of our Software as a Service lies in the data mining approaches of song 

lyrics. The target is to jump out of traditional knowledge of developing recommendation 

system, which utilizes more structured features such as comments, music genre, 

common play; but focus on song lyrics and attempt to figure out useful features from the 

sequence data by deep learning models. We are delegated to adopt the output of 

intermediate layer of neural networks as the music embedding vector of each song and 

use vector similarity to implement matching algorithm and recommendation system. 

Besides, the Software as a Service is deployed on AWS so that it is simple for users to 

have access to our software by logging in on chromes. We also aim at devise a user-

friendly interaction window interface and high-proficiency data processing programs to 

facilitate our users.

The development of music software market starts from around 2000. At that time, music software just acts as a player for user

to read the mp3 files on their computers. The most important reason may be the internet in China has not yet be developed, 

most family do not a computer or not connect to the internet. We cannot get the music outside our disks, let alone finding 

friends who have same rhythm with us. However, by the end of 2020, the number of internet users in China has beyond 989 

million. More than half of them are young people who are likely to be interested in music. Correspondingly there is a huge 

market behind it. Many companies try to explore various functions to make their music software or App more attractive and 

useful. 

The general trend of music business software development is building up a recommendation system to facilitate music 

interests matching and society of friends, due to the fact that people's material life has been sufficiently satisfied so that they 

pay more attention to making friends who share the same story, mood and feelings. Therefore, a more novel recommendation 

system should be ready to come out and cater for the urgent demand.

Music Preprocessing

Neural Networks

During development, we have tried bi-LSTM and CNN models and the latter

model takes advantages of the former model, so CNN is adapted as the

fundamental architecture of OTL network.

The CNN architecture consists of two Conv1d layer with kernel size=3 and

two Conv1d layer with kernel size=5, along with channel number expanding

first and shrinking than, which simulate the process of encoder and decoder.

The structure is much simpler than mainstream model such as ResNet,

because our target is the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency, and the

simple network is sufficient to realize our goal.

When embedding our music input vector, we omit the ultimate dense layer

for classification in OTL network to obtain music embedding vector with

length = 2575.

Similarity & Recommendation

Cosine value is usually utilized to measure the similarity of two feature

vectors. Consider 𝑢, 𝑣 as two music embedding vectors,

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑢, 𝑣 = cos 𝑢, 𝑣 =
<𝑢,𝑣>

𝑢 2 𝑣 2
.

Once obtaining the embedding vector of candidate song 𝑢, we compute 

similarities of u and all embedding vectors in music library and figure out the 

top-k(e.g., k=10) similar songs for recommendation.The supervised learning task to train the neural networks is genre 

prediction, because genre information is  given in music archive dataset. 

Application development architecture:

Considering the complexity and cost of Serverless, 

we conservatively adopt a more straightforward web 

development framework, Model-view-controller(MVC), 

that separates the input, processing, the output of an 

application. Our development architecture is shown 

in figure 1. In this project, our front-end tools are 

mainly react.js and bootstrap, which are used for the 

player's page design, the interface design of the 

playlist, and the UI design of uploading music and 

recommendation functions. Our backend utilizes the 

Django framework that essentially completes the 

music stream preprocessing and realizes.

Route 53: 

Amazon route 53 is a scalable and highly available 

Domain Name System service. It helps us to create a 

public DNS records(origin2listen.com) for our SaaS 

service-OTL(original to listen).

AWS CloudWatch:

AWS CloudWatch is utilized to monitor EC2 instance 

performance, resource use, and operational issues. It 

helps us resolve technical issues and streamline 

operations.
VPC:

The security groups are used to prevent unsafe connections from users to access the cloud's essential components.

S3 and RDS configuration:

Our application requires frequent access to databases and storage for music data/pictures. For the application server and web

server, we used separate databases and storage, RDS and S3, respectively. Both S3 and RDS have the advantage of high 

scalability, elastic usage, and low cost. As a setup, an S3 instance is established to store the music resource for training our model. 

We have 3400 mp3 with a total capacity of 3GB. To save costs and reduce malicious uploading of useless data, we limit the music 

uploaded by users to be temporarily stored in the S3 bucket as input for the recommendation algorithm. The music will be removed

later on. AWS RDS is employed to store numerous information such as users' profiles and music descriptions.

Front end UI and Deployment on AWS: 

React.js and Django framework is used to develop our Front-End web application. AWS Elastic Beanstalk is applied to help us 

deploy our web application. Data required for the application will be stored on AWS S3, while user session data and music 

information will be stored on AWS RDS.

`

VIP rights, include but not limit to exclusive music library which general users can not get, 

improving the quality of music, removing the advertisement, etc..

Digital album sales: Invite independent musicians to live in and sell albums, and recommend 

relevant albums according to the upload or favorites of users.

Online shopping: based on the favorite genre of users, relative musical instrument will have 

more opportunities to appear in their welcome page advertisement. 

Download access: the general users only can play the music on the webpage. If users want 

to download the songs and use them offline, extra money will be charged.

Figure.1 OTL Procedure 

Figure.2 OTL Architecture

Revenue Model

EC2 ELB RDS S3 CloudWatch

RDS

58.20%

ELB

20.08%

EC2

18.17%

CloudWatch

3.27%

S3

0.28%

Region                    Asia Pacific (Singapore)

EC2 16.68(USD)
instance type t4g.micro

vCPUs 2

memory 1GB

Pricing model On-Demand Instances

Storage (gp2) 5GB

ELB(balancer) 18.44(USD)
option ALB

bytes (Lambda) 10GB/month

Processed bytes (EC2) 5GB/month

new connections 1/minute

connection duration 5minutes

RDS for MySQL 53.43(USD)
instance type db.m1.small

vCPU 1

Memory 1.7 GB

Deployment option Single AZ

Pricing model On demand

backup storage 10GB

S3 0.26(USD)
storage 10G/month

PUT requests 300

GET requests 3000

Data returned 5GB/month

CloudWatch 3(USD)
Number of Metrics 10

SUM MONTHLY COST 91.81(USD)

Cost Analysis

Web Application

Figure.3 OTL Applications

Exclusive domain name：
origin2listen.com (12 USD/Year)

http://origin2listen.com
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Motivation and Objective

Implementation

Revenue Model

Millennials and Generation Z consumers have come into adulthood, and the competitive working environment as well as the new 
mindset have delayed their marriage age. In response to the more independent and individualistic lifestyle, many of them have 
embraced pets as their companion to a far greater extent than their elders. The pet industry has been experiencing explosive growth.
• One problem we have discovered in the current pet industry is that the application world is very fragmented - there are various 

platforms for each pet service. For example, pet dating, pet grooming, pet food and pet walking services are on separate apps. 
Moreover, some of the pet services have tapped into the mainstream human interaction social media platforms such as instagram
to attract attention. In response to the fragmented market, we would like to create an overarching ecosystem to consolidate all the 
pet-related services within one platform for pet owners’ convenience and a pet social networking platform for the owners to interact 
with one another.

• Another problem we would like to address is the lack of services for potential pet lovers. As the demand for pets grows, the choice 
of pets is no longer limited to the few popular breeds. We aim to leverage machine learning techniques to generate pet 
recommendations based on users’ preferences and help identify the pet breed when users upload a picture of the pet they 
encounter online or in real life.

There are 4 kinds of stakeholders for PetBook: enterprise user, individual user, advertising agency and cloud solution 
provider. Enterprise users, such as Facebook, could use our service as a value-added function in their existing human social 
network. It is assumed that enterprise users would access PetBook via API so it allows us to charge enterprise users on a 
usage based freemium model. On the other hand, PetBook is free for individual users who visit our website directly. They 
contribute user traffic to PetBook website. As for advertising agencies, they can use PetBook by placing ads on pet shops, 
food, toys, grooming services suppliers and so on. We refer to Amazon Web Services as the cloud solution provider in this 
implementation for PetBook.
There are 2 revenue sources and 1 cost center. Revenue sources consist of services for enterprise users and 
advertisements paid by advertising agencies. Logically, it is safe to assume advertisement revenue is positively proportional to
the user traffic attracted by PetBook website. As for cost center, only IT resource cost is considered and any other company 
overhead is not taken into account in this simplified business model. 

Approach • We use Amazon Web Service (AWS) to drive the implementation of our SaaS service. The outcome of the project is a client-facing web 
application that integrates our core function: uploading pet images and returning classification results, together with other value-added 
features: online pet-related service booking and pet recommendation service.

• The web application is developed in Python 3.8, using Django framework to manage database and URL system and execute business 
logic, to provide functions such as pet image classification and online pet-related service booking.

• Our web application is deployed on AWS using AWS Elastic Beanstalk. AWS Elastic Beanstalk is an easy-to-use service for deploying 
and scaling web applications and services. It automatically handles capacity provisioning, load balancing, auto-scaling and application 
health monitoring for our SaaS application. 

• As for the data storage, we will use Amazon S3 (object storage service) to store our image data, including static images for website 
display, machine learning model training, and user uploaded images. Other more structured data such as user data will be stored in 
Amazon RDS (Amazon Relational Database Service). 

• For our pet image classification service, we utilize Amazon Rekognition for model training and classification. Amazon Rekognition
provides the ability to analyse image data and identify the objects in images that are specific to business needs. In our application, we 
train a customized classification model on AWS Rekognition. 

Working  Prototype
Pet image classification
In order for the Django web application to interact 
with AWS services, we use Boto3, AWS SDK for 
Python to configure and manage AWS services 
(in our case: Amazon S3 and AWS Rekognition). 
Boto3 provides an object-oriented API as well as 
low-level access to AWS services. The diagram 
below shows the process of pet image 
classification:

Online pet-related service booking & 
Pet recommendation
In order for the Django web application to 
interact with AWS services, we use 
Boto3, AWS SDK for Python to configure 
and manage AWS services (in our case: 
Amazon S3 and AWS Rekognition). 
Boto3 provides an object-oriented API as 
well as low-level access to AWS 
services. The diagram below shows the 
process of pet image classification:

AWS Rekognition model
We used Amazon Rekognition custom label service to train our machine learning model for 
pet breed classification. The image dataset is obtained from Kaggle, which contains images 
of 37 breed categories of cats and dogs. Each category has roughly 200 images. We split 
them to 160 images for training and 40 images for testing. The model trained by 
Rekognition has a F1 score of 0.962, which is quite high. 

Page for users to upload 
pet images to be classified

Result page with 
classification result

Online pet-related service 
booking page

Survey page for pet 
recommendation

Pet recommendation 
result page



Front-End and Back-End Implementation
whole functional processes for our service including post fHtml, c 

and j are used to develop the interactive front-end UI for our 
service. As for the back-end tools, we use python, flask and to 

construct the unction, sentiment analysis function based on deep 
learning model and user match function based on unsupervised 

learning method K-means.

Perfect Stranger
Cui Shujing, Fu Qiaolong, Wu Yujiao, Zhao Hongfei

CS5224 Cloud Computing
AY2020/21 Semester 2

Department of Computer Science
National University of Singapore

Motivation

Approach

Implementation

Frameworks and Workloads
Frameworks: Hadoop 1.2.1, CUDA Toolkit 6.0

Workload: K-means clustering of n points with m
features into k clusters.

Hadoop-CUDA Kmeans(S) execution time [s]
Revenue Model

The Internet has made it easier not only to
express one's thoughts but also to make friends
online. Nowadays in the social network, people
are too nervous to say what they truly mean
because they are bounded by their social status,
social relations, etc. Therefore, it is also difficult
for them to find friends who can truly
understand and listen to them through the
Internet.

Objectives
The perfect stranger SaaS is created for users to
speak their mind with the least exposure to
personal information, give back their emotional
well-being score, and find the most suitable
friend for them.
With these functions, our service can satisfy
users' two major psychological demands: self-
disclosure ＆ emotional catharsis, and friendly
communication & emotional resonance.

Target Users
Students and newcomers who have just entered the
workplace, have strong needs for making friends and
emotional catharsis. But the social environment makes it
difficult for them to confide in their thoughts and troubles,
especially when their anxiety and pressure come from
people around them, such as peer pressure. Such users
are eager to find people who can listen to and can build
a pure relationship based on their inner true thoughts.

Sentiment Analysis
The data we use to train our models is ` Sentiment140 ` dataset with 1.6 million tweets from Kaggle, and the
Word2Vec model, which uses a neural network model to learn word associations from a large corpus of text,
is used to transform the text data we have into numeric feature vectors and input them into the deep learning
model.
For our problem, we use the Bidirectional LSTM(long-short-term memory) model, which has one embedding
layer, two hidden layers of opposite directions to the same output, and 27,786,933 trainable parameters.
Moreover, we adopt ReduceLROnPlateau and EarlyStopping methods in order to avoid overfitting on large
amounts of text data. Finally, together with cross-entropy loss function and adam optimizer, our model
achieves an 84.45% overall accuracy on these 1.6M twitter text data.

Database Schema

The basic features of Perfect Strangers are free to users. The income of the product mainly comes from three aspects. 
The first is advertising, the most important source of revenue. Advertisers can pay to use our bottles to place ads. If we can further tag grouped users by improving our k-means 
clustering, we can recommend users with common interests to join a specific community and provide them with related services, such as delicious and easy-to-use cooking 
tutorials for food lovers. 
Second, we plan to work with mental health services to recommend simple mental health assessments and appointment counselling for chronically negative users. 
Finally, membership is an important way for us to make money. Users can enhance their experience by paying for membership. For example, every Friday, we will receive more 
drifting bottles at the Matching Festival, unlock more styles of drifting bottles, and reduce the number of advertisements on drifting bottles.

Flow Chart

Web Interface

Front-End and Back-End Implementation
Html, css and javascript are used to develop the interactive front-end UI for our 
service. As for the back-end tools, we use python, flask and mysql database to 
construct the whole functional processes for our service including post function, 
sentiment analysis function based on deep learning model and user match 
function based on unsupervised learning method K-means. 
Network configuration
Our security group configured for load balancer allows HTTP access only and 
for auto scaling is set to allow only inbound IP requests from load balancers to 
avoid control of others. In such a way, the auto scaling part is secured. For the 
EC2 instance, we opened HTTP, SSH and MYSQL/Aurora port for both 
backend management and users access on the Internet.
EC2 instance configuration
Because the deep learning model we construct, we need instances with 
relatively large memory to host our programs. After comparison, we finally 
choose to use t2.large instance with Ubuntu Server 20.04
Auto scaling configuration
We configure the health check of ELB to be 5s response timeout and 30s 
interval to detect the downtime of the service. After that, we set desired capacity 
of auto scaling to be 2 and we think it’s enough for the early deployment of our 
software.
RDS and S3 configuration
We will need much storage for users’ post and also have a heavy deep learning 
model with 27M parameters which can be real big. So we decide to use RDS 
with MySQL and S3 because they have the advantage of high availability, 
elastic usage and lower cost.

Friend Match
At first, we summarize all the post data of each user in a week into one single document. Then the TF-IDF method is used to embed these documents into numeric feature
vectors. TF-IDF algorithm can enlarge the difference text feature among a single document and other documents, which gives us the ability to extract distinguishable user
features to do further user match.
Then, we construct the K-means clustering method to match users with user features extracted from post data based on the nearest distance. We manage to put the users
together with similar word habits, interests, or emotional status in the past period(one week) through this unsupervised learning algorithm. Lastly, we randomly match users in
the same cluster to pairs since they may have something in common to chat with each other.

New User: test

access "Perfect Stranger"

http://perfectstranger.me

register login

Home
Basic Information of the day

Profile
Recent emotional scores

Post
Send and receive messages and 
make friends

Create drifting bottle

Personal post Messages to 
other users

See sent drifting bottle See received drifting bottle

Message  from friends
Users recommended
by the system

Web Interface

Failed to match between users

Matched successfully between 
users



Welcome to NUS
Xu Yuehao, Gong Yuxin, Gong Zequn, Yang Haobo
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National University of Singapore

Motivation and Objective

Approach

Implementation

Revenue Model：donation + promotion fee promotion fee: 

Two-part tariff: $200 fixed fee + 

$50/item/week flexible fee

Subsidy at first 3 months.

donation:

Users and business can donate.

Every 18 months, the first 3 

businesses donate over $3,000 can 

get special promotion

Backend

frontend
Vue.js:
Power the backend 

management page

Spring boot (Java):
The major backend 

framework. Deal with 

user requests.

Mybatis (Java):
Power the database 

manipulation

Frameworks:

Cloud services (IaaS + PaaS):

AWS S3
Object Storage

AWS RDS
MySQL Database

Android Java
Mobile-side Development

Nginx:
Software load balancer

AWS EC2
Computation

AWS Load balancer
Guide the requests. Inside 

the auto-scaling group

Cost model (per month):

hardware: 2*T2.micro EC2 + 1 T2.micro RDS + 

VPC + Load balancing:
Lowest cost (free tier applied): $ 41.98

Reality: ~$100

human cost: ~$2000

Tradeoffs and risks

Why cloud?
On-premise: $5,000 3-yr TCO and $1,000/month 

maintenance fee

Cloud: Cheaper and more stable

Risks
Pandemic: Low transaction number

Security: OK for non-privacy data

Service failure: potential refund for promotion

User
Use the app through their mobile. 

App communicate with the server 

through RESTful APIs.

Business and manager
Alter related data through the 

backend management page.

Requirement Analysis
Brainstorming. Comparison with 

current apps. 

Development
Version control: Git

IDE: JetBrains series

Timeline Subsidy ratio Real

participation
fee

Real flexible
fee

Estimated
revenue

first month 70% $60 $15 $300

1-3 months 40% $120 $30 $750

After 3
months

0% $200 $50 $1250

After 6
months

0% $200 $50 $2500

Objective:
Aims to provide a comprehensive ecology for visitors and residents in NUS. We want to 

cover life, work, study and business in a single app while providing visitors with 

convenience through the function of trip guiding.

Major functionalities

Navigation
search the route in NUS

Building
find the building 

information

Notification
notify for the 

corresponding events

Promotion
exhibition of promotions 

on campus

Motivation:
Comparison with other NUS-related APPs: NUS NextBus, uNivUS and NUS Timesheet.

Find that:

(1)They have amazing features, but they are isolated instead of well integrated

(2)Their features have some drawbacks.

Use cases:

Expansion plan:
Aims to provide a comprehensive ecology for visitors and residents in NUS. We 

want to cover life, work, study and business in a single app while providing 

visitors with convenience through the function of trip guiding.

Usage evaluation:
• NUS number of students: 35,908, Peak visitors: about 50,000

• APP maximum number of users: about 100,000

• Database: 20GB, including user data, promotion data and basic information of 

the campus.

• Static Object Storage (S3): 150GB

Planning
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